
1Convetive deformation of A +B ! C reation frontsA. De Wit, L. Rongy and P.M.J. TrevelyanNonlinear Physial Chemistry Unit and Center for Nonlinear Phenomena and Complex Systems,Fault�e des Sienes, Universit�e Libre de Bruxelles (ULB), CP 231, 1050 Brussels, BelgiumI. INTRODUCTIONDensity hanges aross a hemial front an lead to hydrodynamial ows that deformthe onentration �elds in spae and time. We analyze suh buoyany-driven ows aroundan A +B ! C front in a overed horizontal solution layer. We show theoretially that thedynamis in presene of onvetion an in that ase be predited solely on the basis of theknowledge of the one-dimensional reation-di�usion density pro�le aross the front.II. REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMWhen two misible solutions eah ontaining one reatant of a simple bimoleular reationA+B ! C are put into ontat, a reation-di�usion front an develop. Due to the ouplingbetween reation and di�usion proesses, a loalized reation zone extends in time aroundthe initial position of ontat between the two solutions. The reation front is here de�nedas the loation where the prodution rate of the produt C is maximum. The salings ofthe propagation of this reation-di�usion front have been thoroughly studied in the past [1℄.Theoretial studies on the di�usion-limited problem have shown that, for long times, thefront position sales as a square root of time and that, for equal di�usion oeÆients andinitial onentrations, the reation front is stationary i.e. remains at the initial loation ofontat [1℄. Those theoretial works are in good agreement with onvetion-free experimentalstudies performed in gels [2℄.III. REACTION-DIFFUSION-CONVECTION PATTERNSHowever, experiments in horizontal solutions ontained between two plates yield very dif-ferent results to their gel ounterparts even with a very narrow gap width. This is supposedto be due to buoyany-driven onvetion. As an example, experimental results by Shi and



2Ekert [3℄ are in agreement with the front position saling of t1=2 but the experimental frontstravel muh faster than what the standard reation-di�usion model predits even for verythin solution layers. Atually, buoyany e�ets are operative and indue onvetion urrentsspeeding up the front.

FIG. 1: Numerial simulation of buoyany-driven onvetion around a reation front where thesimple A + B ! C reation takes plae between two solutions ontaining eah of the reatantseparately. The arrows show the veloity of the ow superimposed on the onentration �eld ofthe produt C ranging from its maximum value in red to its minimum one in blue.In this framework, we have performed theoretial analysis to understand how buoyany-driven onvetion a�ets the problem and modi�es the reation-di�usion dynamis [4℄.By numerially integrating the two-dimensional inompressible Stokes equation oupled toreation-di�usion-onvetion equations for the onentration of the three hemial speiesA;B and C, we �nd that onvetion not only deforms the reation front in the layer (Fig.1)but also drastially alters its propagation. Fortunately, a lose inspetion of the observeddynamis as a funtion of the parameters of the problem whih are the Rayleigh numbers ofeah hemial speies Ra; Rb and R shows that the reation-di�usion-onvetion dynamisan be fully predited solely on the basis of the reation-di�usion density pro�le aross thefront.
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